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The Discover Puerto Rico golf public relations program is designed to drive visitors through the niche, and it has been employing a proactive 
program in tandem with its golf consultant, Dan Shepherd Public Relations (DSPR).  The Island is an ideal golf destination given its tropical 
weather, natural beauty, cultural appeal, high-quality courses, easy U.S. traveler access, untapped feeder markets, and an above-average 
number of product options relative to its size.  The golf product has diversity in price, terrain, location, course type, a wide range of lodging 
options, and complementary after-golf attractions.  Leveraging these attributes, DSPR secures earned media for the golf destination, as well as 
consults on strategy to enhance ROI for the niche program and Puerto Rico’s golf and resort stakeholders.  

Prior to the pandemic, Discover Puerto Rico Golf was mirroring the DMO’s positive trends pertaining to growing brand awareness, demand, 
and driving more visitors. While COVID-19 all but halted golf travel, local golf surged in 2020 with people rediscovering the game’s many 
attractions, not the least of which is its inherent asset as a safe social distancing activity. As a vaccine launches and people resume traveling, 
we plan to harness the spike in golfers and rounds to drive more golf visitors to Puerto Rico.
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▪ Drafted and communicated to traditional media and social 
influencers golf-and-resort-centric news releases and story 
pitches about current events and concepts that promote 
the golf niche and stakeholders; secondarily by association, 
promoted the DMO and related resort or island activities 
and amenities

▪ Scheduled and coordinated golf-and resort destination 
focused media interviews for authorized DMO 
spokespeople and stakeholders as opportunities arose

▪ Participated in planning sessions with DMO personnel, its 
marketing service vendors, and golf-and-resort 
stakeholders regarding golf destination opportunities

▪ Consulted on golf destination cooperative marketing 
programs with Discover Puerto Rico and golf stakeholders 
(IAGTO and Golf America)
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• Consulted with DMO personnel on prospective golf-centric 
social media content; contributed to and / or reviewed 
golf posts created by DMO 

• Created monthly golf blogs for DiscoverPuertoRico.com

• Recruited media participants, then managed and worked 
with DMO team to conduct a golf-centric group media 
FAM trip in conjunction with the Puerto Rico Open

• Recruited prospective one-off media visitors for DMO’s 
consideration to either host or have DSPR work with 
stakeholders to host

• Aligned messaging with DMO as COVID-19 spread, 
mirroring brand talking points that informed media of the 
Island’s travel and stakeholder status, safeguards, and 
other critical details
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Several Puerto Rico Golf Courses and Resorts Re-open

“Caution, patience, and discipline have been staples of the Island's 
proactive edicts designed to protect Puerto Rico residents and 
visitors. That will continue when many businesses gradually reopen 
across the Island. A 7 pm to 5 am curfew will remain in place until 
June 15, and all people will be required to wear a mask when 
outside or inside a business.”

Puerto Rico, an American territory, will join the rest of the United 
States as pertains to the game; golf courses have reopened in all 50 
states.
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• Reach: 775,241,628

• Value: $386,169


